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1.

On Saturday, January 17, 2009, shortly before 6:00 PM, Russell Franklin Hyatt (“Hyatt”) is
observed by Iris Hyatt (“Iris”) to be in a truck that was parked in front of her residence at
3468 Spruce Street.1

2.

Russell Hyatt and Iris Hyatt are married.2

3.

Iris tells Hyatt to get out of the truck.3

4.

Hyatt asks Iris to give him the keys for the truck and his wallet. 4

5.

Iris thinks Hyatt is going to use his keys and wallet to “trade them for dope.” 5

6.

Iris refuses to give Hyatt the keys for the truck or his wallet 6

7.

Hyatt moves from the truck toward, approaches the front door of the residence and pulls a
gun out of his pocket. 7

8.

Iris, upon seeing that Hyatt has a gun, slams the front door.8

9.

Iris says, “Oh my God he has a gun.” 9

10.

Hyatt goes around the back to gain entry into the house. 10

11.

Iris’ daughter, Marquita Brooks (“Brooks”), attempts to stop Hyatt from entering the house.
11

12.

Brooks sees Hyatt put a gun to his head, tells her that he is going to kill himself, and that
she [Brooks] was going to watch him die. 12

13.

Hyatt says to Brooks, “I’m going to kill myself today.” 13

14.

Hyatt struggles past Brooks and enters the house through a back door.14

15.

Iris’ son (name withheld) says, “Watch out he has a gun.” 15

16.

Hyatt goes into Iris’ room and starts rummaging through some drawers. 16

17.

Hyatt says, “Give me my fuckin’ wallet and my keys, and my rings.” 17

18.

Iris tells Hyatt that she is not going to give him his keys or wallet and that he should return
to the [substance abuse] recovery center. 18

19.

Hyatt points the gun at his head and tells Iris that if she did not give him his vehicle keys,
he is going to kill himself and she is going to watch him die. 19

20.

Iris asks Hyatt to leave and tells him that she has already called the cops. 20

21.

Iris indicates that Brooks is the one who actually made the 911 call. 21
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22.

State parole agent Doug Johnson (“Johnson”) receives a call from Iris at approximately
5:50 PM during which Iris informs Johnson that Hyatt is at the house and has a gun and is
threatening to shoot himself. 22

23.

Johnson calls Riverside Police Department (RPD) Dispatch at 5:59 PM and reports that
Hyatt, who is on parole for assaulting a peace officer, has a gun and is at the residence on
Spruce Street.23

24.

Hyatt enters the living room from Iris’ bedroom and again demands his vehicle keys. Hyatt
points a gun to his head and says that everyone is going to watch him die.24

25.

At 1740 hours, Brooks sees Iris standing at the front door looking outside. Iris tells Brooks
that Hyatt has a gun.25

26.

Brooks is at the rear door of the house that is unlocked. Brooks sees Hyatt trying to enter
and tells him he is not welcome in the house and that he needs to leave.26

27.

Brooks struggles with Hyatt while trying to prevent him from entering the house. Hyatt
puts a gun to his head and tells Brooks she is going to watch him die. Brooks allows Hyatt
to enter because she is scared.27

28.

Brooks sees Hyatt enter Iris’ bedroom and she can hear him rummaging through drawers.
Hyatt then enters the living room demanding his keys and points a gun to his head and
says that everyone is going to watch him die.28

29.

Brooks watches Hyatt kick open the front door, damaging it, and walk out of the house.
Brooks goes to the front door and looks out where she sees Hyatt approximately 20’ west
of the residence.29

30.

Hyatt points a gun in the direction of Brooks. This frightens Brooks and she steps back
into the house.30

31.

Iris’ son (name withheld due to age) sees Hyatt standing outside the front door talking to
Iris, who is standing inside the door.31

32.

Iris’ son (witness) hears Iris tell him (son) that Hyatt has a gun.32

33.

Iris’ son (witness) sees struggle at back door between Brooks and Hyatt. Hyatt continues
forward and into Iris’ bedroom where he can be heard “tearing things apart” looking for
something.33

34.

Iris’ son (witness) sees Hyatt enter the living room carrying a silver colored gun with black
handles. Hyatt points the gun at his own head and says that he is going to kill himself so
everyone can watch him die.34

35.

Iris’ son (witness) watches Hyatt kick open the front door, damaging it, and walk outside.35

36.

Iris’ son (witness) looks out the front door and sees Hyatt standing just west of the house.
Hyatt points a gun at the son (witness). The son goes back inside.36
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37.

Witness Dana Derring is sitting at the dining room table at the home where he lives at
2841 Mulberry, talking with the “house manager,” Leon, when he sees Hyatt walk in. Hyatt
sits at the dining room table with Derring and “Leon.”37

38.

Derring says Hyatt uses “Leon’s” cell phone to call his wife. Hyatt is heard asking for his
wallet and truck keys. In addition, he says that he will file for divorce and to take proper
care of their son.38

39.

Derring says that while Hyatt is on the phone, he (Hyatt) tells the person on the other end
of the line that if she doesn’t do what he wants, he will kill himself, will commit suicide.39

40.

Derring sees Hyatt stand up and hand the cell phone back to “Leon.” Hyatt turns away
from Derring. Derring sees Hyatt pull a handgun out of his right rear pant pocket with his
right hand. Derring describes the handgun as a silver plated .22 cal.40

41.

Derring sees Hyatt lower the gun to his right side, pointing it downward. Hyatt then walks
out the door, carrying the gun at his side.41

42.

Derring grabs the cell phone from “Leon” and attempts to call 911 while at the same time
walking outside to see where Hyatt is going. Hyatt walks down the driveway and then
turns south on Mulberry Street. Hyatt still has the gun at his right side as he is walking.42

43.

Derring walks to the end of the driveway to see where Hyatt is going. Derring then sees
two officers standing on the driver side of a police vehicle with their weapons pointed at a
large bush on the south side of Derring’s residence.43

44.

Derring loses sight of Hyatt at the large bush and believes he (Hyatt) is on the other side
of it.44

45.

Derring hears a gunshot from what he believes is the large bush area. He did not see it,
but only heard it. In response, he sees one officer fire two shots in the direction of the
large bush.45

46.

After the shooting, Derring tells Officer Barretta that the shooting was a “righteous shoot”
and the officers were justified in their actions.46

47.

Derring tells Officer Barretta that he has 20/20 vision and does not wear corrective
lenses.47

48.

Derring does not know Hyatt personally but knows he is married to Iris.48

49.

Iris Hyatt tells Detective O’Boyle in an interview that when Hyatt pointed a gun to his head
and said he was going to kill himself, he began to count. Iris said she closed her eyes
because she thought Hyatt would shoot himself when he got to three. When he got to six
or seven, she knew he wouldn’t do it himself, but would make the cops do it.49
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50.

Iris watched Hyatt kick the front security screen door open and walk, westbound, on
Spruce Street. Iris was holding her baby. Iris saw Hyatt point a gun at their house while
she was holding the baby. Iris said Hyatt was being desperate.50

51.

Half hour after the above incident (#50), Iris says Hyatt arrived at the Sober Living Home
she operates on Mulberry Street. Hyatt phoned her from that location using a cell phone
belonging to a subject there named Leon.
(See #42 above for corroborating
information.)51

52.

While Iris was on the phone with Leon (above), Hyatt left the Sober Living House. Leon
then told Iris over the phone that he heard gunshots outside. Iris then left her house and
drove to Mulberry Street where she learned Hyatt was deceased.52

53.

Iris said Hyatt was a coward and could not kill himself. She said, “He used you guys to do
it.”53

54.

Iris said Hyatt tried to kill himself four times in the past. Iris said Hyatt was a “two striker”
and pointed a gun at police many years ago. Iris said Hyatt had several prior arrests for
assaulting police officers.54

55.

Iris said Hyatt once threw bleach onto police officers and was arrested.55

56.

Patrol Officers Steve Quinn and Jeremy Russell are working a 2-man patrol unit during the
time of the incident. Officer Russell is the driver and Quinn the passenger.56

57.

Officers Russell and Quinn respond to a radio call of a man with a gun at 3468 Spruce
Street, Riverside.57

58.

Officers Russell and Quinn arrive on scene and contact Iris Hyatt. Iris tells them that her
husband is at the home and has a gun. He threatens to shoot himself if she doesn’t give
him his wallet and keys. Iris refuses because he has been drinking.58

59.

Iris Hyatt tells Officers Russell and Quinn that her husband left the house on foot five
minutes earlier. Officer Quinn obtains a physical description.59

60.

While Officers Quinn and Russell are speaking to Iris, they hear Iris’ step-daughter say
that the suspect pointed a gun at the home when he left. This action frightened the family
members and they retreated into the house for safety.60

61.

Officers Quinn and Russell are checking the area for Suspect Hyatt when they hear, via
police radio, that Suspect Hyatt is at 2841 Mulberry Street and entering the residence
there.61

62.

Officers Quinn and Russell arrive in the area of 2841 Mulberry Street. They get out on
foot to check the location in a safe manner. They are met by a male subject who told them
that an unknown male entered their home and his mother called the police.62
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63.

The male subject (in #62) doesn’t finish telling the officers what he wanted to because he
sees the suspect exiting a nearby house and points him out to the officers. The subject
tells the officers this is the suspect that entered his home.63

64.

Officers Quinn and Russell locate and identify Suspect Hyatt walking toward the sidewalk.
Officer Quinn tries to get Suspect Hyatt’s attention by calling out to him and illuminating
him with his flashlight. Suspect Hyatt does not respond to this request and continues to
walk away from the officers. They follow him on foot using various items to conceal
themselves for safety.64

65.

Suspect Hyatt turns and faces Officers Quinn and Russell. Hyatt removes a pistol from his
clothing and points it to his own head. At the same time, Hyatt says, “You gonna make me
do this?” The officers give Hyatt commands to put the gun down. Hyatt refuses and
begins to walk backward away from the officers, still holding the pistol to his own head.65

66.

Officers Quinn and Russell continue to walk toward Suspect Hyatt while maintaining cover
along the way. Hyatt then turns away from the officers and runs south on Mulberry and
out of their sight.66

67.

Officer Quinn and Russell see a marked unit pull up near them. It is driven by Officer
Miller. Another officer, Taylor, is on foot and gets into the passenger side of Miller’s police
vehicle. The unit then drives south on Mulberry.67

68.

Officer Quinn and Russell round a corner and see Suspect Hyatt lying on the ground,
pointing a handgun at Officer Quinn. Both Quinn and Russell jump behind a fence for
cover. At the same time, they see Miller and Taylor stop their vehicle. Quinn and Russell
then hear a single gunshot, but are unaware of where it comes from.68

69.

Officer Quinn and Russell look around the fence again and see Miller and Taylor standing
behind the rear driver side of their police vehicle. Officer Quinn is concerned that one of
the officers (Miller or Taylor) was hit by gunfire.69

70.

Officer Quinn steps back and hears another single gunshot. It sounds like the first and it is
unknown where it comes from.70

71.

Officer Quinn looks around the corner from his cover again and sees Suspect Hyatt lying
on the ground with his hands underneath his body. Officers Quinn, Russell, Taylor, and
Miller then walk up to Hyatt and see a pool of blood around his head. Hyatt is handcuffed
for safety purposes. Neither Quinn nor Russell fired their weapons. Officers Quinn and
Russell did not see who fired a weapon since they were concealed behind a fence for
safety.71

72.

Officer Taylor responds to assist on a radio call regarding a man with a gun at an address
on Spruce Street. Information over the police radio informs officers that the suspect in this
incident has been arrested in the past for attempted murder of a police officer.72

73.

Officer Taylor arrives on Spruce Street and learns that the suspect has left the location.
Taylor is given a description of the suspect and is asked by Sgt. Corbett to stay in the area
in case the suspect returns. Thus, Taylor remains on the call.73
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74.

Officer Taylor hears officers dispatched to Mulberry Street regarding the suspect being
there. Taylor responds and upon arrival, exits his police vehicle when he sees an empty
parked police vehicle. He also sees Officers Quinn and Russell talking with some
people.74

75.

Officer Taylor begins to walk up to Officers Quinn and Russell when he spots a subject
matching that of Suspect Hyatt further south of where Quinn and Russell are standing.
Taylor sees this subject, later identified as Suspect Hyatt, holding a handgun in one of his
hands.75

76.

Officer Taylor hears Officers Quinn and Russell giving Suspect Hyatt multiple verbal
commands to put the gun down. Hyatt refuses. Hyatt turns around and runs south.
Quinn and Russell proceed to follow Hyatt on foot.76

77.

Officer Taylor sees Officer Miller drive up in a marked police vehicle. Taylor gets into the
passenger seat and he and Miller then drive south to find Suspect Hyatt.77

78.

Officers Miller and Taylor proceed south to where they momentarily lose sight of Hyatt as
he rounds the corner of a fence. Taylor can see Officers Quinn and Russell approaching
the same corner where Hyatt had just turned.78

79.

Officer Miller stops the police vehicle so as not to pass the corner. Taylor gets out of the
vehicle and takes a position of cover behind the police vehicle. From this position, Officer
Taylor can see Suspect Hyatt lying on his stomach, slightly on a downhill slope, facing the
corner where Quinn and Russell are about to turn.79

80.

Officer Taylor can see Suspect Hyatt with a gun in his hands, pointing it at the corner that
Quinn and Russell are approaching. Officer Taylor said it looked to him like Suspect Hyatt
was “lying in wait” for the officers to turn the corner. Taylor fears Quinn and Russell will be
shot if the turn the corner so he shouts for them to stop.80

81.

When Taylor shouts for Quinn and Russell to stop, Suspect Hyatt raises up onto his knees
and adjusts his aim at Taylor. Taylor expects Suspect Hyatt to fire his weapon at him
(Taylor) at any moment.81

82.

Officer Taylor fears that he is going to be shot by Suspect Hyatt so he fires two rounds at
Hyatt from his service pistol.82

83.

Officer Taylor sees Suspect Hyatt fall to the ground after the second shot. Officer Taylor
notices that after firing the second round, his weapon malfunctioned due to a “stove-pipe”
round which Taylor was able to clear right away. He did not fire any more rounds.83

84.

Officer Taylor, along with Officers Miller, Quinn, and Russell, walks up to where Hyatt was
lying. Taylor handcuffs Hyatt for safety purposes and searches underneath him for any
weapons. Taylor feels the butt of a handgun but leaves it lying in the same position while
medical personnel check Hyatt’s vitals. The medical team pronounces Hyatt dead at the
scene.84
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85.

Officer Taylor could see that Suspect Hyatt suffered a gunshot wound to the head.85

86.

Officer Taylor did not know if Suspect Hyatt fired his weapon at him. Taylor did not reload
his weapon after the shooting and gave it up as evidence for inspection.86

87.

Officer Taylor estimated the distance from Suspect Hyatt in his prone position to the fence
corner where Officers Quinn and Russell were standing was approximately 20’.87

88.

Officer Jeremy Russell, while working a 2-man car with Officer Quinn, was dispatched to a
‘man with a gun’ call on Spruce Street. Additional information from the dispatcher was that
the suspect was on parole for assault with a deadly weapon against a police officer and
was in the front yard of the residence.88

89.

Officer Russell said that during the initial contact he had with Iris Hyatt, she told officers
that Suspect Hyatt had pointed a handgun at her and her family. Iris Hyatt also told them
to shoot Suspect Hyatt, but not kill him.89

90.

Officer Russell said he and Quinn arrived on Mulberry Street after being given an update
that Suspect Hyatt was there. Upon arrival, Russell and Quinn saw some people pointing
down the street and at the same time, told them that the suspect was inside a house on
Mulberry. Russell said they were approximately ten houses from the primary residence.90

91.

Officer Russell said that as they approached the primary residence, they saw Suspect
Hyatt on the west sidewalk of Mulberry Street, walking away from them. Officer Russell
approached Hyatt and told him to show his hands. Russell repeated this three times
before Hyatt turned toward him and Quinn with a handgun in his hand. Hyatt immediately
pointed the gun at his own head and said, “You wanna see my fucking hands! Do it!”91

92.

Officer Russell said Suspect Hyatt started walking backwards away from them while still
holding the gun to his own head. Russell told Hyatt twice to drop the gun, but Hyatt
refused.92

93.

Officer Russell then saw Hyatt turn away from him and Quinn, and run until they lost sight
of him as he rounded a fence with shrubs in front of it. This was about a 30-yard run.
Russell said he and Quinn did not round the corner because they could not see Hyatt and
knew he had a gun.93

94.

As Officer Russell reached the fence corner, he stopped, but also noticed a police vehicle
had pulled up near him. He saw an officer exit and take cover behind the patrol car.
Russell then heard someone yell, “He’s proned out!”94

95.

When Officer Russell heard someone yell, “He’s proned out!” Russell looked around the
corner of the fence and saw Suspect Hyatt lying on his stomach, facing him. Hyatt had the
gun in both hands and was pointing it at him. Russell immediately ducked back around
the corner so as not to get shot.95

96.

Officer Russell heard one gun shot as he (Russell) ducked back behind the fence. Russell
looked toward Officer Taylor and saw him (Taylor) lying across the trunk of his car,
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pointing his gun at Hyatt. Russell then saw Officer Taylor fire one shot from his weapon
towards Hyatt.96
97.

Officer Russell looked around the fence corner after he saw Taylor fire his weapon at
Hyatt. Russell saw Hyatt lying on the ground with his feet facing toward him (Russell). At
this point, Officer Russell believed Suspect Hyatt had been shot.97

98.

Officer Russell approached Suspect Hyatt along with other officers. Russell saw that
Hyatt was lying on his hands and was bleeding from a head wound. It appeared to
Russell that Hyatt was dead.98

99.

Officer Russell saw Officer Taylor handcuff Hyatt. Russell called for paramedics.99

100. Officer Russell said he did not fire his weapon. He only saw Officer Taylor fire his
weapon. Russell did not see Suspect Hyatt fire his weapon. Officer Russell said the area
of the incident was illuminated by street lights.100
101. Officer Jeremy Miller responds to Spruce Street concerning a man with a gun call. At the
time of his interview, Miller could not recall the address numbers on Spruce Street. He
hears Officers Quinn and Russell also acknowledge they are responding to the call.101
102. After arriving on the call, Officer Miller speaks with Suspect Hyatt’s daughter who tells him
that she saw her father with a possible .25 cal. Handgun that was silver or chrome.102
103. Officer Miller is told by other officers on scene that according to family members, Suspect
Hyatt was feeling suicidal, threatened suicide by cop, and that he didn’t want to go back to
jail. Suspect Hyatt has already left the Spruce Street address at this time.103
104. Officer Miller responds to Mulberry Street when he hears Dispatch update information that
Suspect Hyatt is now there. Officer Miller learns that Suspect Hyatt is also in possession
of a handgun.104
105. When Officer Miller arrives on Mulberry Street, he sees Officer Taylor in the middle of the
street. Officers Quinn and Russell are on the west side of the street. Suspect Hyatt is
also on the west side of the street south of the officers. Suspect Hyatt has a handgun in
his hand, holding it to his own head. Miller hears officers ordering Hyatt to put the gun
down, which he refuses to do.105
106. Officer Miller stops his police vehicle in front of Officer Taylor to provide him with cover.
Miller also illuminates Suspect Hyatt with his police unit spotlight. When he does this,
Suspect Hyatt turns away and runs in the opposite direction.106
107. Officer Miller said that when Suspect Hyatt ran, he got back into his patrol car to drive in
the direction he was running. Officer Taylor gets into the right front passenger seat. Hyatt
runs out of Miller’s sight as he rounds a fence corner. Miller sees Quinn and Russell move
toward the fence corner, but does not go around it.107
108. Officer Miller drives his police unit to the fence corner and stops. He shines his spotlight
into an open field where Hyatt had run to. When Miller illuminates the field, he sees
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Suspect Hyatt lying on his stomach on a downward slope facing the officers. Being on this
slope offers Hyatt some concealment. Hyatt has a handgun in his hands and is pointing it
at the officers.108
109. Officer Miller requests an officer with a rifle and moves to the rear of his police vehicle.
When he looks in Hyatt’s direction again, Miller sees Hyatt on his knees, pointing a
handgun in the direction of the officers. Miller said he raised his shotgun in order to
engage Hyatt. At this time, Miller observes a “muzzle flash” to his right where Officer
Taylor was standing. Miller then sees Suspect Hyatt fall onto the ground on his chest.109
110. Officer Miller approaches Suspect Hyatt along with Officers Taylor, Quinn, and Russell.
Officers are yelling commands at Hyatt as they approach, but there is no response from
Hyatt. Miller assists Taylor in handcuffing Hyatt. While doing so, Miller sees a handgun
lying underneath Hyatt. Miller notices that Hyatt has a wound to his head.110
111. Officer Miller said that Suspect Hyatt could have kept on running but instead he positioned
himself on a slope in a field facing the officers. Miller said he felt that Suspect Hyatt was
going to shoot or kill one of them. Miller said he was in fear at the time.111
112. Witness Jeff Bruce resides at the home of Iris Hyatt. Jeff Bruce was once incarcerated
with Suspect Hyatt and felt he was acting out of character when he came to the home and
held a gun to his head, threatening to shoot himself.112
113. Witness Jeff Bruce thought that Suspect Hyatt was going to shoot himself or someone
else in the house so he tried to talk with him, but Hyatt wouldn’t listen.113
114. Witness Jeff Bruce said that when Suspect Hyatt left the residence on Spruce Street, he
(Witness Bruce) walked outside along with Iris and others from the house. When they did
so, Suspect Hyatt pointed the gun at all of them. Fearing that Suspect Hyatt was going to
shoot them, Witness Bruce and the others went back inside the house.114
115. After the shooting, the deceased body of Suspect Hyatt was found with him lying on his
stomach near a chain-link fence on a dirt shoulder of Mulberry Street. Hyatt had an
obvious head wound. His head was pointing in an east direction and his feet in a north
direction. His hands were cuffed behind his back.115
116. A Beretta “Tom Cat” .32 cal. semi-automatic handgun was located underneath the
stomach area of Suspect Hyatt when his body was moved by the County Coroner
investigator.116
117. The pistol found underneath Suspect Hyatt’s body is described as follows: a Beretta “Tom
Cat” .32 cal. semi-automatic handgun with one (1) live .32 cal. round misfed into the firing
chamber, leaving the slide slightly open. Three (3) live rounds were found in the inserted
magazine. The safety was off and the hammer was slightly cocked back.117
118. An autopsy was performed on Suspect Hyatt by County of Riverside pathologist, Dr.
McCormick.118
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119. Dr. McCormick found Suspect Hyatt had a gunshot wound to the left side of the head, just
behind the left ear. There was also a gunshot wound to the orbital bone area of the right
eye.119
120. Dr. McCormick reported that the two gunshot wounds sustained by Suspect Hyatt were
caused by one bullet. The entry wound is the left side of the head. The exit wound is the
right eye.120
121. Dr. McCormick said one bullet caused the injuries to Suspect Hyatt.121
122. Dr. McCormick declared the cause of death was a gunshot wound to the head.122
123. Detective Cobb took custody of Officer Taylor’s handgun used in the incident.123
124. Detective Cobb witnessed Officer Taylor remove his sidearm from his holster and clear the
ammunition from it to render it safe. Taylor then handed it to Police Tech. Sue Lane.
(This was in the presence of Detective Cobb.)124
125. Officer Taylor’s handgun is a Glock Model 22 .40 cal. that holds fifteen (15) live rounds.125
126. One (1) live round was removed from the chamber of the handgun. Twelve (12) live
rounds were taken from the magazine that was in the gun.126
127. The maximum number of live rounds that could be in Officer Taylor’s handgun would be
sixteen (16), with one (1) in the chamber and fifteen (15) in the inserted magazine.
Thirteen (13) total rounds were removed from Officer Taylor’s gun.127
128. Officer Taylor said that he remembered firing two (2) rounds. Only two (2) casings were
found at the scene. Officer Taylor said he may have only loaded the magazine with
fourteen (14) rounds and had one (1) in the chamber.128
129. Officer Miller’s handgun on the date of the incident was a Glock Model 22 .40 cal. semiautomatic pistol with one (1) live round in the chamber and fifteen (15) live rounds in the
inserted magazine. There were fifteen (15) live rounds located in a second magazine and
another fifteen (15) in a third magazine.129
130. Officer Russell’s handgun on the date of the incident was a Glock Model 22 40 cal. semiautomatic pistol with one (1) live round in the chamber and fifteen (15) live rounds in the
inserted magazine. There were fifteen (15) live rounds located in a second magazine and
another fifteen (15) in a third magazine.130
131. Officer Quinn’s handgun on the date of the incident was a Glock Model 22 40 cal. semi-

automatic pistol with one (1) live round in the chamber and fifteen (15) live rounds in the
inserted magazine. There were fifteen (15) live rounds located in a second magazine and
another fifteen (15) in a third magazine.131
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